
DEVELOPING EXHIBITION ARCHITECTURE FOR ØYAFESTIVALEN ON DISCOURSIVE,INSTITUTIONAL AND PRACTICAL LEVEL. 
 

 
 

 From 2014-2016 we are developing Øyafestivalen as a platform for context spesific artwork. This means that we during the years will develop 
 apparatus and production system for commisioning and showing works within the festival context that does not refer to the discourse, 
 production system or media methodoly of the white cube or already existing art institutions. This also includes educating the festival 
 board on the criterias and consequences of extending the festival into an art institution. 
 
 As a first step in 2014 we developed a research ground of a new form of exhibition architecture. The framework for this "exhibition 
 architecture" was based on the material commonly used at the festival- such as scaffolding, neon colours, lightinstallations and architectural 
 constructions built from cheap wood. The installations activated the audience into a scenario of situations they unknowingly collaborated in, 
 not knowing that it was art installations made to activate and reflect the extatic summer nights. This years installations were developed as a 
 startegy to develop an institutional awareness for the board of the festival, to develop production apparatus by collaborating with all the 
 different groups of people at the festival- the crew of the arena, the crew of building, the crew of decoration, the crew of commercial 
 collaboration. This apparatus structure and examples of context specific installation is used as a platform for the coming years so that we can 
 commision work from other artists that relate to a discourse based on context specific methodology. Theory around non-autonomous and context 
 specific objecticality is a starting point for formulating commissions and developing a production and media apparatus. In relation to this also 
 theory concerned around white cube, black box and various forms of exhibition architecture. 



 
 

DEVELOPING A CURATORIAL PLATFORM FOR COMMISSIONING CONTEXT SPESIFIC ART FOR THE ØYA FESTIVAL  
 
 
 

 
 
 

 As a start of developing awareness of Øyafestivalen as an art context we curated Yngvild Rollands piece "SCREAM UNTIL YOU LIKE IT" for the main 
 enterance of Øyafestivalen. 
  
 "SCREAM UNTIL YOU LIKE IT" was exhibited at the roof of Kunstnernes Hus during Høstutstillingen in 2005. Within this context it was making 
 a comment about the exhibition Høstutstillingen as an enterance gate for young artists into the art market.  
 The placement of the artwok at the front gate of Øya created multiple new readings, amongst them the self imposed institutional critique of the 
 Øya festival as a cultural institution much criticiced for only being affordable for the (hipsterish) middle class. By exposing the ability to 
 handle self critisism as an institution, the curatoriel framework was concerned around opening a discoursive platform for art production for 
 Øya- where conceptual artwork and artwork discusssing the placement in the city, gentrification issues, and other relational projects can be 
 exposed. The curation of the work in this context also opened up for a discourse that does not bring the white cube or black box aesthetic to 
 the festival- with the apparent border between artwork and audience.  
 
 
 Different readings of the work got exposed in the media. Among them were that the neighbors read it as a direct provocation and statement 
 directed towards them based on their complaints of loud music. It was also read as a statement of the Oslo club scene being "cramped", with a 
 forced tension to experience something other than the daily life sour-dough baking of the everyday Oslo hipster. 

 
 



 
  
    

 

Above to the left: From Norways newspaper "VG". Complaining neighbors made headlines because 
of their demonstration from their balconys facing the festivals main enterance; facing the 
"SCREAM UNTIL YOU LIKE IT" lightsign. Consequenty, some neighbours, (and some frightened 
festival board members) read the sign as a direct provocation and statement re-directed 
towards the neighbors complaints of loud music. 
 
Above to the right: An article in "Factmag" described the Oslo club scene as far attached 
from a relaxed club scene in Europe. Here, the light sign at the main enterance was read as 
an institutional self awareness of that the Oslo club scene is "cramped". 
 
Right: The lightwork by Yngvild Rolland started a line of thought for the intoduction text by 
Maria Veie for this years exhibition catalouge for "Høstutstillingen"- the exhibition for 
which the artwork was first developed. 
 
Under: An article in German music magazine "Melodie und Rythm" quoted the lightsign in their 
main heading, reading it as Øya showing self awareness of the maybe geeky reading of the 
political correct echo friendly profile of the festival- affordable only for middle class 
hipsters. 

	  



	  
	  

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	   	  


